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ELECTION ACTIVITY — WE WERE BUSY!
— by Mary Keefe Kelly
We all have just witnessed the accumulation of millions of small acts
of democracy. They were performed by poll watchers who risked
their health to perform a civic duty as old as our nation. They include
the steadfast service of every postal worker who ignored threats
and harassment to deliver the mail without fail, the efforts of every
election official who faithfully performed their duties in accordance
with the law, and, yes, they included every LWVE members’ efforts
to educate and assist the voters of Evanston and surrounding
communities to carry out their civic duties.
WHAT WE ACCOMPLISHED
The Fair Tax Amendment Committee (Kathy Tate Bradish, Mary
Rothschild and Betty Hayford) conducted a total of 16 presentations
in 12 months (most by Zoom) to educate voters on the referenda.
While the measure did not receive the necessary 60 percent of
the total vote counted in the State of Illinois, over three-fourths of
Evanston voters approved the amendment.
The LWVE Voter Services team and member volunteers also
conducted several presentations (by Zoom) on “How the 2020
Election Process Has Changed in Illinois” as well as leading
information sessions for local groups on voting issues.
While the LWVE did not staff any of our traditional voter registration
drives due to the pandemic, we did plan and carry out five major
new efforts:
•
We created a series of eight widely distributed fact sheets
addressing the full range of voting issues: voter registration,
vote by mail (VBM), problems at the polls as well as a FAQ that
became source documents for local reference librarians and
information flyers for use by other local GOTV (Get Out the
Vote) organizations;

•

•

•

•

issued an eight-page
“Special Voter Edition”
of our newsletter, the
Intercom, anticipating all
the major areas of concern
for both members and nonmembers;
reconvened a local
coalition of close to 20
organizations
known
as Voter Participation
Action Coalition (VPAC)
to share resources and
meet multiple times with
representatives of Cook County Clerk’s office regarding
procedures and other concerns;
established a Voter Hotline beginning September 1 (dedicated
LWVE phone number staffed multiple hours every day) which
handled close to 50 calls from local voters around various issues
especially the new VBM legislation. This effort proved to be a
useful tool during the pandemic and it will likely be continued
for the upcoming local elections; and,
sought the assistance of a local organizations to staff four
“pop-up” online registration events at local homeless shelters
assisting our homeless and transitional housing population to
register online to vote.

LWVE members responded to numerous calls to action in a year of
unparalleled challenges. Our reward? Record numbers of voters cast
ballots in new and unprecedented ways. And many participated in
making history by electing the first woman to hold the office of Vice
President of the United States. Thanks to all of you for powering our
elections this year! See below for Volunteer Opportunities: 2021
Candidate Forums.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES: 2021 CANDIDATE FORUMS
— by Judy Hoffman
Yes, it’s time to get to work on the lively 2021 election
season. LWVE will be offering a series of candidate
forums and many volunteers are needed to make these
happen. No experience is necessary!
The Consolidated Primary election date is February 23 (early voting
begins February 8) and the Consolidated General election is April 6
(early voting begins March 22).
We plan to present forums for the Evanston Consolidated Primary
election for mayor (three candidates have filed) and city council
in wards where four or more candidates will be on the ballot. In

anticipation of the General election, forums will be held
for mayor, city clerk, contested aldermanic races and
contested school board seats.
The 2021 forums will be presented on Zoom, and there are
a variety of volunteer positions to fill, including general
coordination, publicity and question development. We
also have a high priority need for people experienced running Zoom
webinars or classes to serve as tech administrators for the events.
We plan to hold the first forums before early voting begins,
so committee work needs to begin mid-December. If you are
interested in being part of the forum team, contact Judy Hoffman at
judyhoffman99@gmail.com.

"
"

ELECTION 2020

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
As I reflect upon the 2020 election cycle, the most important story I see is
the remarkable determination of the American voter. Through a pandemic,
shifting voting laws, disinformation campaigns, and numerous other hurdles,
voters rallied to make their voices heard in greater numbers than ever
before. Things may feel messy right now, but we must remain encouraged."
– Deborah Turner, President, LWV
This is the work of the League of Women Voters, to protect the
integrity of our elections; and by doing so we protect the integrity of our
democracy. Throughout our state, we advocated for legislation to expand
voter access in the face of the pandemic; we educated about ways to vote and
registered new voters; we conducted candidate forums; we were poll workers
and election judges; we collaborated with like-minded organizations."
– Allyson Haut, President, LWV of Illinois

Dear Colleagues,
Within a few days of November 3, I received numerous messages such as these, most
expressing relief, reaffirmation, hope and pride. And, oh yes, we are inspired to see
a woman elected to the second-highest office in the land! I echo these sentiments
and thank all of you for the work you have done. Thanks to the State League for the
Illinois Voter Guide and many other resources; to the Cook County Clerk’s Office for
management of the election process and responsiveness when we had questions; and,
especially to our Voter Services Team led by Mary Keefe Kelly.
The next voting opportunity will be this spring’s Consolidated Primary Election scheduled
for February 23, 2021, followed by the Consolidated Election on April 6, 2021. Judy
Hoffman will provide leadership for candidate forums and we will continue to work on
voter turnout. We are recruiting Emerging Leaders, young members of the community
to help and to provide their perspectives on local issues. Many offices are on the ballot:
mayor, aldermen, city clerk, school boards and community college trustees. They are all
important and we will need your help.
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If you check our website regularly or follow us on Facebook, you know about the other
work underway. The Illinois State League is asking our
participation in creating a new position on criminal
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justice. There is an outstanding committee working
on this led by Betty Hayford. Consensus meetings are
being planned for January. Check the LWVE calendar
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A REVIEW OF THE NOVEMBER 3RD ELECTION WITH DAVID ORR
— by Linda LaBuda
For months our commitment to
working together has required us
to be innovative and resourceful.
A high level of adaptability was
needed at our November 18
program with long-time Cook
County Clerk, David Orr. Mr. Orr
along with Gloria Callaci (LWVE
moderator) and Jane Grover
(Zoom facilitator) energetically
worked around technical glitches
to present an audio reflection on
the election.

intimidation incidents; and, challenges to the vote processing and
election results. Despite the obstacles and problems officials faced
in this election, Mr. Orr found “most local folks do it right.”
Areas he cited for reform included:
UNIFORMITY — standardizing processes and procedures across
the states. (ex: how and when to count mail-in ballots)
SECURITY — ensuring all counties have access to cyber security
experts who can help local officials determine vulnerabilities in their
systems; adopting voting equipment that includes a paper trail
FINANCE REFORM — examining the sources of campaign dollars
and enforcing rules
EDUCATION — teaching the basics of civics and world of politics
ELECTORAL COLLEGE — continuing the movement to re-examine
its relevance and proposing ways to create balance so that all states
share equal advantage
REDISTRICTING — creating fair, equitable and representative
district maps

Mr. Orr found this election to be “fascinating” on several levels:
National turnout was one of the highest on record with 66.8 percent
of eligible voters participating. Some states saw a 75 percent increase
in turnout. He noted that Illinois’ turnout was lower, possibly because
it was not a swing state. COVID-19 forced changes across the board.
Adaptations were made in the number and size of polling places
decreasing the number of poll judges and workers. In addition,
record numbers of voters turned to mail-in voting.

The core question we must consider moving forward is how to
persuade a sceptical public that having a fairer system is in its best
interests? To do that, he says, we need to keep talking and pushing
for change. He noted, “If you’re someone like the League, you’ll
never have too little work to do.”

Problems he cited in the election included: significant misinformation;
aggressive targeted campaigning; voter suppression efforts;

Currently David Orr spearheads Good Government Illinois,
www.goodgovernmentillinois.com

CRIMINAL JUSTICE — FOR JUVENILES AND EMERGING ADULTS
— by Lois Taft
Patrick Keenan-Devlin, a juvenile justice attorney and Executive
Director of the Moran Center for Youth Advocacy, spoke to 37
league members via Zoom on October 22. Since 1972, the Center
has provided legal and social work services for low income youth
who need an advocate.
Their work has evolved to include the new category of emerging
adults (18-26 year olds). Science confirms that the brain doesn’t fully
mature by 18 — cognitive and emotional skills continue to develop
into the mid-20s. The speaker reminded us that the under-25 group
has the highest auto insurance rates for a reason.
The Moran Center developed its Education Advocacy Program with
the goal of stemming the school-to-prison pipeline. The program
serves low-income families in Evanston struggling to access
educational services — supporting children transitioning from preschool to kindergarten, children with autism struggling to make yearly
progress in middle school and youth already caught in the criminal
justice system. The Center learned that a large majority of the children
represented in juvenile or adult court have unidentified special needs
and the Moran Center’s advocacy program works with schools and
community organizations to meet those needs proactively.
In 2018, the Moran Center opened a school-based legal clinic to
provide legal assistance to families for non-criminal issues such
as evictions, guardianship, immigration, public benefits and other

issues that jeopardize students’ health
and safety. ETHS has partnered with
the Moran Center to implement an
“alternate to suspension” program. A
restorative justice process is often an
effective strategy to go deeper than
the offense and it may result in longterm effects that stem the school to
prison pipeline.
The Center is also working with local government in Evanston and
the Evanston Police to offer “alternatives to arrest.” The strategy
is to codify some misdemeanors from the state statute into the
city code. Instead of entering into the criminal justice system, the
offender signs a “repair of harm agreement.” Alternatives could
include fines or restorative justice interventions to repair the harm
without labeling the offender as a criminal. The Evanston Police and
the City of Evanston are continuing to codify more misdemeanors
into city ordinances, and this may be an area for the Evanston League
to explore for additional advocacy.
The programs that Patrick Keenan-Devlin described were inspiring
to those who listened, providing evidence that the Moran Center
is successful in achieving its mission “to ensure justice and restore
hope with a lifeline of innovative programs, because all kids deserve
justice in the courtroom, access to the classroom, and support in the
community.” The presentation is available on YouTube for those who
weren’t able to attend at: tinyurl.com/y2324x3a
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RESTORATIVE CRIMINAL JUSTICE — FOR EMERGING ADULTS
— by Lois Taft
When we convene in January
to vote on the consensus
questions about our position
on criminal justice, we need
to understand the restorative
justice process and the needs
of emerging adults.
We will respond to the following questions:
1. Should the criminal justice system be open to the use of
restorative justice approaches and values?
2. Must restorative justice courts involve members of the
community to be successful?
3. Must restorative justice courts be adequately funded?
4. Should emerging adults (ages 18-25) in the criminal justice
system be treated in a developmentally appropriate manner,
recognizing that those in this age group are not fully mature or
fully culpable for their actions?
WHAT IS RESTORATIVE JUSTICE?
Restorative justice is a philosophy that emphasizes repairing the
harm caused by criminal behavior, although it can also be applied
to non-criminal conflicts. Our current criminal justice system focuses
on punishing the offender and ignores the victim. Restorative justice
offers an alternative that emphasizes the harm to the victim and the
community as well as the wrongdoing.
Restorative justice requires the participation of the offender,
the victim and the community. Patrick Keenan-Devlin, Executive
Director and attorney at the Moran Center, clarified the process in
his presentation to the LWVE in October. He said that it’s a process

that brings the offender into dialogue with the victim, accepts
accountability and repairs the harm. Instead of asking “what is the
crime” and “what is the punishment,” restorative justice asks the
following questions:
1. What is the harm caused and to whom?
2. Who has the obligation to address the needs, repair the harms,
restore the relationships — and how?
By focusing on repairing harm and addressing root causes, youth
have an opportunity to learn and grow from their mistakes and future
harm is less likely. Outcomes from the restorative justice process have
resulted in fewer suspensions, less recidivism, a reduced number of
arrests and less violence in the community.
What is IL HB 4295 – Privilege for Restorative Justice Practices
At our October program, Patrick Keenan-Devlin asked for advocacy
in support of this bill. This bill would make things said or done in a
restorative justice practice confidential. To be successful, restorative
justice requires open and honest dialogue. The risk of disclosing
information that could later be used against a participant in court
is a barrier for some youth to participate. This bill was introduced to
the Illinois House of Representatives in January 2020 and is currently
in the Rules Committee. HB4295 is supported by the Illinois and the
Cook County Bar Associations and by many advocacy organizations
including the League of Women Voters of Illinois. Our continued
advocacy is needed.
To learn more about
restorative justice, the
Illinois Bar Association
offers an excellent overview:
tinyurl.com/y2os4zrh

CRIMINAL JUSTICE — CONSENSUS MEETINGS JANUARY 7 & 14
— by Betty Hayford
Issues of criminal justice have
dominated the news since this summer.
These issues are not new, but there is
renewed interest in reform at the local
level, Evanston and Chicago, statewide
and around the country. In our
advocacy efforts, LWVE has scheduled
consensus meetings to review the
proposed LWVIL position on criminal
justice for Thursday, January 7 at 7:00
PM and Thursday, January 14 at 5:00 PM, via Zoom. There are a total
of 14 sections that make up the LWVIL proposal. We encourage all
our members to review materials through the LWVE website and join
the discussion.
4
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Each member can access the
proposed positions on the LWVE
website, at lwve.org, or the Illinois
league website at lwvil.org. Each
site also provides links to resources
to provide background or discussion
on the issues. The LWVE working
committee has been discussing
these materials — exploring these
issues — and will be presenting the
basic pros and cons of each section
during the meetings. We have also
invited representatives of the LWVIL working group to join us for the
meetings to answer questions as well.
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continued on page 7

ETHS SCHOLARSHIP — YEAR FOUR
requirement to demonstrate commitment to an activity
that promotes participation in the political process in
the school and/or the community. All winners have
been strong students and good school citizens.

— by Betty Hayford
ETHS has been disrupted during the pandemic, but
seniors continue to prepare for college and students
in all classes continue to engage in community service.
As with the fall national elections, student volunteers
will work with school and community organizations
leading up to the spring local elections. In February,
seniors will apply for college scholarships sponsored
by Evanston organizations, including the scholarship
sponsored by LWVE.
The League scholarship has been awarded for three years and past
winners have demonstrated a wide range of interests and achievements.
Last year’s winner become interested in politics and government
when she shadowed a member of Parliament in the Netherlands for a
week. The first winner worked as an intern for the Evanston City Clerk,
while the second was active in student government and was student
representative on the School Board. Each one met the scholarship

Elizabeth Kinney proposed that the League provide a
yearly scholarship and has been the primary liaison with
the High School. She welcomes members who would
like to join in the selection process and encourages all
of us to consider making a donation to the scholarship
fund. To contribute, write a check payable to the
League of Women Voters of Illinois Education Fund. On the “for”
line write ETHS Scholarship Fund. Contributions are tax deductible.
Checks should be sent to Lois Taft, Treasurer, 1508 Hinman Avenue,
#8C, Evanston, IL, 60201.
If you have any questions, please contact Elizabeth Kinney at
ekinney56@sbcglobal.net.

NEWS FROM OXFORD FOR LWVE
I find the landscape, weather, buildings and media all interesting and
can find endless topics to research. The Brits take packaging and
recycling very seriously. All products are labeled as to whether or not
they can be recycled. Rubbish pick-up is every fortnight and our bins
are easily half the size of mine in Skokie.
There is lots of open land to walk, run and bike. The tow path along
the Oxford Canal (for you Endeavor fans) and the Port Meadow are
close by. I am also checking out all the colleges and sites made
famous by the many authors who have used Oxford for inspiration:
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland; JRR Tolkien, Lord of the Rings; CS
Lewis The Chronicles of Narnia; Philip Pullman, His Dark Materials;
and, Kenneth Grahame, Wind in the Willows. And, of course, parts of
Harry Potter were filmed here.
— by Valerie Krejcie
I have been in Oxford, England since the end of September helping
with my 18-month-old granddaughter while my daughter-in-law
completes her master’s degree in public policy.
We are in lockdown until December 2 as the COVID cases here have
increased and they are worried about shortage of hospital beds.
Schools, including day care, are still open, but people are to follow
a “rule of six” and non-essential businesses are closed. Take away
(carry out) is allowed but indoor dining is not.
On Remembrance Day (Veteran’s Day), the BBC headlines were
about who should be at the front of the “queue for the jab.” It
seems that trust in leadership has eroded around the world. I have
also noticed that when the news “presenters” talk about restrictions
due to the virus, they also report on how the government will provide
financial help to those who need it, especially in the harder hit areas
in “the north.” Boris Johnson was shamed into reversing his decision
to not extend free school meals during the holidays by the English
footballer, Marcus Rashford.

I hope to stay here long enough to do more exploring and be able
to get into the museums and pubs, but who knows when that will
happen. For now, I am trying to be smart, safe and sane. I hope that
you all are too.

LWVE EVENTS AT-A-GLANCE
JANUARY 7, 7:00 PM

Consensus Meeting (Criminal Justice)

JANUARY 13, 7:00 PM

LWVE Board Meeting

JANUARY 14, 5:00 PM

Consensus Meeting (Criminal Justice)

FEBRUARY 10, 7:00 PM

LWVE Board Meeting

FEBRUARY 23		

Consolidated Primary

FEBRUARY 24, TIME TBD

Drinks & Dialogue

All meetings, unless noted, will be conducted
virtually. Please visit the LWVE website
for details and registration.

www.lwve.org
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REDUCING YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
— by Elizabeth Kinney
By virtual presentation on October 20, we were
inspired to do more to help the City of Evanston
move toward being carbon neutral by 2050. Our
three speakers were: Rachel Rosner, Lauren
CLIMATE Marquez-Viso, President and Vice President,
CORNER respectively, of Citizens’ Greener Evanston
(CGE) and Jerri Garl, member, Evanston Environment Board and US
EPA retiree after 34 years.
Rosner gave us a brief overview of the many programs under the
umbrella of the 2700-member CGE. Its mission is to make Evanston
a more environmentally just, sustainable and resilient community. It
conducts advocacy, does outreach and holds educational events.
Visit: greenerevanston.org. Calendar: ecohub.greenerevanston.org
The groups which are part of CGE include: Climate Action and Energy,
Go Evanston (transportation, includes biking and walking); Natural
Habitat Evanston (focuses on resilience); Beyond Waste (including the
repair clinic); and, Watershed Collective (stormwater runoff and rain
gardens). Look at the CGE website and pick a group or groups to get
involved with!
The first presenter, Marquez-Viso, pointed out that for many years the
fossil fuel industry has tried to put the onus on the consumer to do
better recycling rather than accepting responsibility as an industry.

She quoted Bill McKibben, 350.org, who has stated that the way to
lower our carbon footprint is to stop burning fossil fuels. Obviously,
the industry wants to avoid this solution. Accordingly, she argued that
individuals need to join together to advocate for systemic changes,
especially by communicating with legislators. She did note that, since
2005, Evanston has reduced its total greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)
by 24 percent but we have a way to go. Marquez-Viso suggested the
following individual actions to promote systemic change:
•
Climate activism
•
Contact legislators
•
Participate in policy and political change
•
Hold companies accountable
•
Conserve and expand natural areas
•
Support girls’ education worldwide
•
Support family planning
For individual behavior change actions, she suggested:
•
Switch to renewable energy
•
Eat less meat
•
Walk, bike or drive electric or hybrid cars
•
Weatherize your house
•
Don’t waste food
•
Conserve water
•
Increase energy efficiency of your home
To see where you stand, use the calculator at this website:
coolclimate.org/calculator
continued on page 7

PLEDGE NOW TO REDUCE YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
footprint. We have prepared a Carbon Diet
Sampler showing the pounds of CO2 reduction
that certain activities will generate and a Carbon
Diet Pledge that will encourage you to reduce your
CO2 footprint.

— by Holly Heap
A carbon footprint is the total greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) caused by an individual, entity or
product. GHG include carbon dioxide, methane
and nitrous oxide. On average, each individual is
responsible for 20 tons and each household for 48
tons of carbon dioxide per year.
The City of Evanston is moving toward being carbon neural by
2050. The League of Women Voters of Evanston is committed to
encouraging its members to reduce their carbon footprints.

If you would like to make a pledge you can circle
the actions that you will take by May 31, 2021, then email your Carbon
Diet Pledge form to Holly Heap, hheap@ymail.com, or Elizabeth
Kinney, ekinney56@sbcglobal.net. Both the Carbon Diet Sample and
the Carbon Diet Pledge can be found on the League’s website at
www.lwve.org.

In the book Low Carbon Diet author David Gershon shows how
actions like reducing the miles you drive will reduce your CO2

Pledge participants will have an informal Zoom meeting in February
to discuss their progress.
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Reducing Your Carbon Footprint continued from page 6

3.

Jerri Garl spoke about the zero waste goal. At this time, 31 percent
of Evanston’s material going to a landfill is food waste. We need to
increase our recycling and composting and decrease the tonnage
going to the landfill. She gave us six action items:
1. TAKE RESPONSIBILITY AS CONSUMERS Suggestions include:
a) be creative with gift wrapping, e.g., use old newspapers,
maps, catalogues; b) save used, empty food jars to store small
household items or other food products; c) bring reusable bags
when shopping; d) eliminate single use serving ware; e) bring
your own container and bags to restaurants for leftovers; f) carry
a handkerchief, not Kleenex; and, g) purchase responsibly, when
possible, choose items made with recycled materials
2. PREVENT FOOD WASTE Suggestions include:
a) shop smart – check refrigerator before going to the store;
b) make a list and buys only what you need; c) shop local, buy
food at farmers’ markets; d) eat seasonal fruits and vegetables;
e) cook creatively – use food scraps to make stock, bread
crumbs, pesto; f) learn how to make produce last longer;
and, g) understand food labels and expiration dates.
Criminal Justice Consensus Meetings continued from page 4

4.

5.

6.

REDUCE FOOD WASTE AND COMPOST FOOD SCRAPS
Suggestions include: a) donate unwanted fresh food;
b) encourage universal composting of food waste; c) learn
about food insecurity in Evanston; d) compost communally
with your friends and neighbors; e) encourage your favorite
restaurants to donate unsold fresh food and to compost all
other food waste; and, f ) contact Collective Resource to learn
more at collectiveresource.us.
REPAIR AND REUSE WHENEVER POSSIBLE Suggestions
include: a) adapt daily practices that avoid creating waste;
b) participate in Evanston’s repair clinic to prolong the life of
clothing, appliances and equipment; c) become a member of
Evanston’s Freecycle Network to donate and find items; and,
d) create a neighborhood tool library
REDUCE RECYCLING CONTAMINATION AND BECOME AN
EXPERT RECYCLER Suggestion: go to the City of Evanston
website and search “recycle”
SUPPORT REVISIONS IN EVANSTON’S PLASTIC BAG
ORDINANCE Suggestion: advocte to ban all plastic bags and
eliminate the small store exemption

AFFORDABLE HOUSING WORKSHOPS

Although the group will not be voting on each section, individuals
may express their support or opposition. A recorder will keep
the results of the discussion, summarizing areas of agreement or
disagreement, after which the moderator will announce that: 1) she
hears a consensus of agreement with the question; 2) she hears a
consensus of disagreement with the question; or, 3) there is no clear
consensus. If there is no consensus, the recorder will summarize the
arguments for and against.
Because there are 14 separate sections and several of them have
multiple parts, we have scheduled two sessions. We expect each
session will be 90 to 120 minutes. Participants may send questions to
members of the working group prior to the meetings to make sure
they are addressed. Items 1-7 will be considered on January 7 and
items 8-14 on January 14.

— by Sue Loellbach
Joining Forces for Affordable Housing is
planning to “test-drive” workshops on
affordable housing. League members
are invited to attend these sessions
and provide feedback. The following
workshops will be offered:
•
Affordable Housing 101, Part 1 will cover the meaning, size and
impact of the affordable housing crisis
•
Affordable Housing 101, Part 2 will cover the solutions to the
crisis, the barriers that are impeding progress and what we can
do as advocates to remove the barriers
•
Basics of Affordable Housing Development will cover how
affordable housing is financed and built
The schedule for these workshops will be announced soon. If you are
interested in being a “test-driver” please contact Sue Loellbach at
sloellbach@connect2home.org

Our working group will send a written report to LWVIL by the end of
January. The LWVIL working group will study the reports and draft
a proposed position reflecting views from around the state. The
LWVIL Board will review the report and present it for approval to the
national convention in June 2021.
All LWVE members are invited to attend the state convention,
although LWVE is allowed a limited number of voting delegates. The
convention will be virtual this year and information will be available
in the spring.
If you have questions about the online
materials contact representatives
of our working group, Lois Taft at
taftlb@uwec.edu or Sue Brenner at
brenner-sue@isualum.com.

▲ Develop new friendships
▲ Attend any of our 20+ monthly
programs

Find community,
support and life
enrichment!
BECOME A MEMBER

847.721.1413

▲ Navigate available community
services
▲ Get tech help, rides to medical
appointments, friendly visiting
and neighborly support
▲ Volunteer and improve
someone’s life

WiseUpToday.org

(formerly known as North Shore Village)
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